Atlantic Publicity

The Write People, the Right Publicity™

When you want to set yourself apart from everyone else, we can make it happen. Creating high profile public images by publishing your unique story in key...

Atlantic Publicity

The clients of Atlantic Publicity have been recognized in their individual fields through our dedicated personal service and story telling, which combines...

Atlantic Records Press

3OH!3 · Alley Boy · Birdy · Charli XCX · Coldplay · Curren$y · Diggy · Ed Sheeran · Finish Ticket · Francesco Yates · Grouplove · In This Moment...

Atlantic United, Inc. Adrienne Papp

Atlantic United, Inc. Adrienne Papp, Economist, Journalist, Editor In Chief. ... Adrienne Papp is synonymous with Atlantic Publicity, Atlantic United, Inc. and Big...

The Point When Science Becomes Publicity - The Atlantic


For Indie Bands, the New Publicity Is No Publicity - The Atlantic

Jul 6, 2011 - "I've been doing/not doing press like this for years," Kathryn Frazier, owner of Biz 3 Publicity, writes in an email. Her client roster includes...

Demo Reel (Atlantic Publicity) - IMDb

Watch the latest Demo Reel (Atlantic Publicity) on IMDb.

What does AtlanticPublicity do | Spotlight Media Productions

Our mission at Atlantic Publicity is to bring people out of the unknown into the known and lead them to...
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